We show that for a unitary operator U on L 2 (X, µ), where X is a compact manifold of class C r , r ∈ N ∪ {∞, ω} and µ is a nite Borel measure on X, there exists a C r function that realizes the maximal spectral type of U .
Introduction
Let U be a unitary operator on a separable Hilbert space H. For any f ∈ H we dene the yli spe generated by f as Z(f ) = span{U n f : n ∈ Z}.
By the spetrl mesure σ f of f we mean a Borel measure on the circle S 1 determined by the equalitieŝ
for every n ∈ Z.
Theorem 0.1 (spectral theorem). (see [5] ) here exists in H sequene
woreoverD for ny sequene g 1 , g 2 , ... in H stisfying @IA we hve σ f 1 ≡ σ g 1 , σ f 2 ≡ σ g 2 , ... Research partly supported by KBN grant 2 P301 031 07 (1994) The spectral type of σ f 1 (the equivalence class of measures) is called the mximl spetrl type of U .
In this paper we will try to answer, what is the "best" function realizing the maximal spectral type of U in the case, where H = L 2 (X, µ). The meaning of to be the best is not rigorously dened; if no other than measurable structure is imposed on X we will seek a function from L ∞ (X, µ). However, if X admits a structure of a compact manifold we will look for a function that is suciently smooth (and this is not connected to possible smooth properties of U or an invariant measure µ).
In case of U acting on L 2 (X, µ), Alexeyev in [1] proved the existence of a function f ∈ L ∞ (X, µ) that realizes the maximal spectral type. In this note we will show that Alexeyev's arguments are in fact of pure spectral nature and this will let us generalize his result in various directions. The author would like to thank Professor Lema«czyk for some valuable discussions.
1 What is the "best" function realize the maximal spectral type
The theorem below is a general version the classical Alexeyev theorem ( [1] in E there exist stritly inresing sequene {r k } ∞ k=1 of nturl numers nd rel numer 0 < a ≤ 1 suh tht for every omplex uD |u| < a the series ∞ k=1 u r k g k @onverges in HA elongs to F F hen for every f ∈ H nd every ε > 0 there exists g ∈ F suh tht f − g H < ε nd σ f σ g F sn prtiulrD there exists g ∈ F tht relizes the mximl spetrl type of U F Proof. Let σ 1 σ 2 ... be a spectral sequence of U . Hence the unitary operator U :
and U are unitarily equivalent.
Let f ∈ H and ε > 0. Then there exists a sequence
Since convergence in the norm L 2 implies the almost everywhere convergence for a subsequence we can construct by a diagonal process a sequence
be a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers and let a be a real positive number such that for any complex u, |u| < a we have
where the series converges in H.
Since
for u ∈ D the series (4) converges absolutely in H and g(u) ∈ H. From
for u ∈ D we obtain g(u) − f H < ε. It follows from (4) that for n ≥ 1
We deduce from (2) that for z ∈ N n and u = 1 the series (5) converges in the usual sense. Hence £ g n (·, z) is an analytic function in D and
Hence for z ∈ N n one of the two possibilities holds: either
has at most a countable number of zeroes in D.
Let A n,u = {z ∈ N n : £ g n (u, z) = 0}. Then for z ∈ A n,1 , the function £ g n (·, z) has at most a countable number of zeroes in D. Let us consider the Cartesian product D×A \,∞ of D with Lebesgue measure λ and the set A n,1 with measure σ n . In that product the set {(u, z) : £ g n (u, z) = 0} has λ×σ n measure zero because every zsection of that set has λmeasure zero (consists of at most countable many points). Therefore, for λa.e. u ∈ D we have £ g n (u, z) = 0 for σ n a.e. z ∈ A n,1 . That implies that for almost all u ∈ D σ n (A n,1 \ A n,u ) = 0.
Choosing u 0 ∈ D, |u 0 | < a such that (6) holds for all n ≥ 1 we obtain
It follows from (3) and (4) of natural numbers such that for any complex number α and for any k ≥ 1
is strictly increasing and for any complex u, |u| <
r k f k converges, the series (7) converges in the Fréchet space F . Corollary 1.1. vet F, e préhet spe where F is dense suspe of H nd ≥ H F hen there exists f ∈ F tht relizes the mximl spetrl type of U F Now, we will consider a special case, where H = L 2 (X, µ) (µ is a positive nite Borel measure on X and U is an arbitrary unitary operator) putting better and better assumptions of the regularity of X. In the most general case, where (X, µ) is only assumed to be a Lebesgue space we obtain the following. Corollary 1.4. vet X e ompt di'erentile mnifold of lss C r where r ∈ N ∪ {∞}F hen there exists f ∈ C r (X) tht relizes the mximl spetrl type of U F Proof. For r < ∞ there exists a norm
. Apply Corollary 1.1, and the proof is complete.
We will now pass to the case of real analytic manifolds. We need some auxiliary results. Lemma 1.3. vet A e rel numer suh tht 0 ≤ A < 1F hen for ny nturl k we hve
We call a function f : W → C rel nlyti @nlytiA on W if in a neighborhood of every x 0 ∈ W , f (x) can be represented by a power series of the form 
